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Poets and poetry lovers
gather at Yellow
Crane Tower
By

Zhou Manzhen

11

Musical 'Nine Colored Deer'
to premiere

By Mei Dongni

The Wuhan People's Art Theater
will bring their new children's musical
"Nine Colored Deer" onstage by the
end of this year.
The nine-colored deer story
drew inspiration from a mural
painting in the Mogao Grottoes
located in Dunhuang. An animation
film called "A Deer of Nine Colors"
in 1981 further made it one of the
best-known stories in China. The
new musical will be jointly created by
the Wuhan People's Art Theater and
its international partners, including
the renowned director David
Freeman, scriptwriter Zou Shuang,
and theater designer Dan Potra.
The musical is expected to debut
at Zhongnan Theater in the first half
of December.

'My Best Summer' to hit on
big screen

By Qiu Chen

First prize winner Chen Zhen (middle) receiving prize certificate

On the evening of April
28, the second Yellow Crane
Tower Poetry Concert opened
at the Bianzhong Hall of the
Yellow Crane Tower.
Poetry enthusiasts, despite
standing the entire time because
of the limited seats, spent a
poetic night together with
famous poets Han Dong, Yang
Li, Yu Nu, Yu Xiuhua, the
winners of the 2nd Yellow

Crane Tower Poetry
Competition.
The 56 award-winning
poems were selected from more
than 5,000 works collected for
the 2nd Yellow Crane Tower
Poetry Competition. Chen
Zheng, a young poet from
Beijing, won the first place with
his poem "Where is my
hometown on sunset — to Li
Jie." In it, Chen uses allusions
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of poems from the Tang and
Song dynasties and expresses
his concern over current youth
poetry education.
The Parks and Public
Space Poetry Activities was
officially launched the same
night. The poems previously
displayed in the public space of
the subway will be shown in
parks around Wuhan in the
future.

Wuhan college students contribute to art
gala for Youth Day
A 2019 art gala performed
by undergraduates and middle
school students to celebrate
China's Youth Day was aired
on CCTV-1 from 8:00 p.m. to
10:00 p.m. on May 4. Along
with Wuhan-born actor Zhu
Yilong, students from the
Wuhan Conservatory of Music
performed "Song of Heroes," a
song that has touched the
heartstrings of the audiences
over the decades.
Students from Huazhong
University of Science and
Technology, China University of

Geosciences (Wuhan) (CUG) and
Wuhan University also presented
at the gala.
The art gala, designed by
the work team of CCTV's
Spring Festival Gala in 2019,
staged 29 various performances
all together.
In particular, over 20 CUG
students participated in 13
performances. Before the gala,
they practiced in Beijing for
weeks. It is the sixth consecutive
years that CUG's students have
performed on CCTV's art gala
for Youth Day.

Performance "Song of Heroes"

The anticipated teen film "My
Best Summer" will be released across
China in June, as announced by the
film's producers on May 8. The film
is directed by Zhang Disha and stars
Arthur Chen and He Landou.
"My Best Summer" is adapted
from writer Bayue Chang'an's bestselling novel of the same name. The
film was shot over a period of two
months in Wuhan last year, including
the locations: Wuhan No. 2 High
School, Wuhan No. 4 High School,
and the Central Hospital of Wuhan.
The film revolves around two
high school students Yu Huai and
Geng Geng. Supporting each other
during high school, their friendship
slowly develops into love, and the
summer turns into fond memories
for them.

